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Abstract— To enable massive machine type communica-
tion (mMTC), data aggregation is a promising approach to
reduce the congestion caused by a massive number of machine
type devices (MTDs). In this paper, we consider a two-phase
cellular-based mMTC network, where MTDs transmit to aggre-
gators (i.e., aggregation phase) and the aggregated data is then
relayed to base stations (i.e., relaying phase). Due to the limited
resources, the aggregators not only aggregate data, but also
schedule resources among MTDs. We consider two scheduling
schemes: random resource scheduling (RRS) and channel-aware
resource scheduling (CRS). By leveraging the stochastic geome-
try, we present a tractable analytical framework to investigate
the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for each phase, thereby
computing the MTD success probability, the average number of
successful MTDs and probability of successful channel utilization,
which are the key metrics characterizing the overall mMTC
performance. Our numerical results show that, although the CRS
outperforms the RRS in terms of SIR at the aggregation phase,
the simpler RRS has almost the same performance as the CRS for
most of the cases with regards to the overall mMTC performance.
Furthermore, the provision of more resources at the aggregation
phase is not always beneficial to the mMTC performance.

Index Terms— Wireless communications, stochastic geometry,
massive machine type communication, data aggregation, resource
scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

MACHINE type communication (MTC) is envisaged to
play a key role within future fifth generation net-

works [1]. With MTC, devices (i.e., smart meters, sensor
nodes, appliances, etc.) can automatically “talk” to each other
without the human intervention, which will undoubtedly create
unprecedented applications and new business models. While
MTC brings great opportunities, it also poses significant chal-
lenges because of the distinct system requirements. Depending
on the two major challenges, MTC can be classified into
two types: massive machine type communication (mMTC)
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and ultra-reliable machine type communication (uMTC) [2].
mMTC is expected to provide massive access to a large
number of often low-complexity and low-power machine type
devices (MTDs). uMTC is expected to provide the network
services for those MTDs with critical requirements in terms
of latency and reliability. In this work, we will focus on
the mMTC.

For mMTC, one way to handle a massive number of
simultaneous device connections is to enhance the operation
of random access channel of long term evolution and long
term evolution advanced such that congestion and overloading
can be reduced [3]. Different methods have been proposed
to offer more efficient access in the literature, such as the
access class barring [4], prioritized random access [5] and
backoff adjustment scheme [6], [7]. Another promising way
to deal with the massive connection problem is the concept of
data aggregation [1], [8]. With the data aggregator, instead
of the direct communication between MTDs and the core
network (i.e., base station in cellular network), the traffic from
MTDs is first transmitted to the designated data aggregator and
the aggregator then relays the collected packets to the core
network. Such an aggregation structure reduces the number
of connections to the core networks thereby reducing conges-
tion [1]. It also reduces the power consumption at the MTD
side, since transmission link for MTD is greatly shortened [8].

Recently, some papers have considered data aggregation
in mMTC. For example, the MTD clustering problem was
analyzed in both [9] and [10]. The authors in [9] utilized
the joint massive access control, while resource allocation
to perform MTD grouping and an energy-efficiency cluster-
head selection scheme was developed in [10] to maximize the
network life. The joint-user decoding was studied in [11] and a
closed-form expression of the maximum zero-outage downlink
rate was derived when multiple MTDs are attached to a cellular
user. By employing the trunked radio system, the authors
in [12] investigated the basic trade-off between latency and
transmit power for delivering the aggregated traffic. These
works, however, considered either a single aggregator or a
single base station (BS) scenario and ignored the coverage
nature of wireless transmission.

In a large scale cellular network with multiple aggrega-
tors and multiple BSs, interference exists and can affect the
machine type communication when multiple aggregators (or
BSs) share the same resource. There are only a few papers
characterizing the interference in mMTC with data aggre-
gation. In [13], the distribution of the signal-to-interference
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ratio (SIR) for sensor nodes was derived and this work only
focused on the single-hop scenario where the data from sensor
nodes was aggregated at the data collectors. A clustering
geometry model for MTD locations was introduced in [14],
where a two-hop clustering method based on slotted ALOHA
was proposed and the analysis was based on simulations.
The authors in [15] analyzed the SIR coverage, rate coverage
and energy consumption for a large-scale hierarchical wireless
network with mMTC. Note that each device in [15] was
assumed to be guaranteed with an equal resource. However,
when the spectrum resources are limited, it may be necessary
to implement resource scheduling [16], [17]. Furthermore,
as envisioned in [8], the aggregator should not be restricted
to act as a simple relay and more intelligence at the aggre-
gator (e.g., resource scheduling, spectrum sharing and so on)
should help to improve the network efficiency.

Very recently, some papers have investigated the data aggre-
gation for mMTC in the context of resource scheduling.
Specifically, a resource allocation approach based on the
consideration of the useful information content for individ-
ual MTDs was developed in [18]. By exploiting queueing-
dynamics, a periodic scheduling algorithm was proposed
in [19]. In [20], the authors solved a resource sharing problem
using a novel interference-aware bipartite graph. A low com-
plexity optimal packet scheduler was developed in [21] using
an iterative process. Again, these works considered a single
core network and most of them did not take interference into
account.

In this paper, we aim to characterize the interference and
coverage performance for the mMTC with data aggregation
in a large-scale cellular network system, where the resource
scheduling scheme is implemented at the aggregator side.
We leverage stochastic geometry, as a powerful math tools,
to provide tractable analytical results [22]–[24]. We make the
following major contributions in this paper:

• We introduce a tractable two-phase network model for
massive machine type communication, where MTDs
first transmit to their serving aggregators (aggregation
phase) and then the aggregated data is delivered to
BSs (relaying phase). We develop a general analytical
framework to investigate the signal-to-interference ratio
for both transmission phases. Based on this, we obtain the
approximated yet accurate results for the MTD success
probability, average number of successful MTDs and
probability of successful channel utilization, which are
key metrics to evaluate the overall mMTC perfor-
mance. Compared to time consuming Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations, our derived analytical expressions allow for fast
computation.

• By taking into account the limited resources, we include
two resource scheduling schemes implemented at the
aggregators in the system: i) random resource schedul-
ing (RRS) scheme, where aggregators randomly allocate
the limited resources to MTDs; and ii) channel-aware
resource scheduling scheme (CRS) scheme, where aggre-
gators allocate resources to the MTDs having better chan-
nel conditions. The implementation of CRS is generally
more complex than the RRS since it requires the perfect

channel state information. Our results show that, even
though the CRS scheme has much better SIR performance
than the RRS scheme at the aggregation phase, when
the resources at the aggregation phase are very limited,
the RRS scheme only performs slightly worse than the
CRS scheme in terms of the overall performance.

• Based on our derived results, we present different trade-
offs in the system and investigate the effect of system
parameters on the mMTC performance. Our results show
that the provision of more resources at the aggregation
phase is not always beneficial to the mMTC performance
and sometimes it can even degrade the MTD success
probability and average number of successful MTDs
such as when the resources for the relaying phase are
restricted, or the path-loss exponent is small, or the
aggregators are very dense.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the detailed system model and assumptions. The
considered performance metrics and their descriptions are
presented in Section III. The analysis for the aggregation phase
and relaying phase is presented in Section IV and Section V,
respectively. The analytical results for the metrics are summa-
rized in Section VI. Numerical and simulation results to study
the machine type communication are discussed in Section VII.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

Consider a single-tier cellular network where the location
of base stations is modeled as a homogeneous Poisson point
process (HPPP), denoted as �B , with density λB in R

2.
We assume that the cellular network is overlaid with data
aggregators, which are also spatially distributed according
to an independent HPPP, denoted as �a , with density λa .
Each aggregator is assumed to have a serving zone that is
a disk region centered at the aggregator with radius Rs . Inside
each serving zone, there are multiple machine type devices
located around the aggregator. Generally, MTDs are either
static or have low mobility. However, since the frequency of
data transmission for each MTD is low, we assume that the
location of MTDs requiring data transmission is modeled as
a Matérn cluster point process and the multiple aggregators
constitute the parent point process of this Matérn cluster
point process.1 In this way, for each cluster formed by the
aggregator, the location of its MTDs to be served follows
a PPP, where each MTD is uniformly and independently
distributed with the distance distribution between a MTD and
its serving aggregator being f (rm) = 2rm

R2
s

. Let m̄ denote the
average number of MTDs in each aggregator’s serving zone.
The density of MTDs is then given by λm = m̄λa [22],

1Our proposed model is applicable to smart utility metering and industry
automation use cases for mMTC over cellular [8], where the authorized MTDs
are either static or have low mobility and are served by their designated
aggregators. Hence, it is appropriate to model their locations as a Matérn
cluster point process. Note that a different MTD deployment has been
considered in [15], which is an appropriate model when MTDs are scattered
around without any concentration in their locations. The analytical framework
developed in this paper can be applied to the network model in [15].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the cellular network with massive machine type
communications (◦ = BS, + = aggregator, · = MTD).

and the instantaneous number of MTDs in each aggregator,
denoted as K , follows the Poisson distribution with mean m̄,
i.e., Pr(K = k) = 1

k! m̄
k exp(−m̄) [21]. Fig. 1 illustrates a

snapshot of the considered network model.

B. Transmission Model

We consider the uplink transmission model for machine
type communication and the data transmission for a MTD
can be divided into two phases. 2 In the first phase (called
the aggregation phase), the MTD tries to transmit its data
with a fixed payload size D to its serving aggregator.3 Note
that in our work the aggregator not only works as a relay,
but can also implement the resource scheduling. We assume
that, due to the spectrum limitation, there are N orthogonal
channels available that are scheduled for data transmission
from MTDs to aggregators, and this channel set is denoted
as N . The limited channel resources N will be used among
all aggregators across the entire network. Since at most one
MTD is allowed to occupy one orthogonal channel within an
aggregator’s serving zone, there is only inter-cluster interfer-
ence (i.e., the interference from MTDs in the serving zones
of other aggregator) and no intra-cluster interference (i.e.,
the interference from MTDs within the serving zone of the
same aggregator) exists.

In this work, we consider a random resource schedul-
ing (RRS) scheme, where any channel belonging to N will
be independently and randomly allocated to any associated
MTD with the same probability by the aggregator. As a bench-
mark, we also consider a channel-aware resource schedul-
ing (CRS) scheme. Under this scheme, the MTDs with better
fading (equivalently, better signal-to-noise ratio) will be pref-
erentially assigned with the available channel resources [26].
Note that both aggregators and BSs are assumed to have
perfect channel state information (CSI) of their serving nodes.
The RRS scheme does not need the CSI for the resource
scheduling while the CRS scheme strongly relies on the

2Similar to[11], [15], [18], [20], [21], and [25], we do not model the random
access in the network and the MTDs considered in the aggregation phase can
be viewed as the MTDs that have been granted access to the aggregators.

3For simplicity, we assume that each aggregator has no buffer and transmits
all its aggregated data in one go.

CSI (i.e., the fading) for resource scheduling. We assume
perfect CSI here in order to obtain benchmark results. The
performance with imperfect CSI and practical schemes for
obtaining the CSI are outside the scope of the present work.

After aggregating data from the MTDs, each aggregator then
acts as an ordinary cellular user and transmits the information
to its closest BS in the second phase (called the relaying
phase). In this way, the aggregators are partitioned by the
Voronoi cell formed by the BSs, as shown in Fig. 1. Hence,
the distance distribution between an aggregator and its asso-
ciated BS is given by f (ra) = 2πλBra exp(−2πλBr2

a ) [23].
We further assume that the aggregator’s density is far greater
than the density of BSs such that each BS has at least one
aggregator associated to it. For the multiple aggregators cov-
ered by the same BS, they access the BS using a round-robin
fashion (i.e., the total available uplink resources are equally
partitioned among these associated aggregators) [27]. Note
that the relaying phase always begins after the aggregation
phase is completed. We also assume that these phases occur
synchronously in all aggregators.

C. Channel Model

The path-loss plus block fading channel model is employed
in this work. The block fading assumption means that the
fading is unchanged within one realization, but it changes
independently from one realization to another realization.
The instantaneous received power at the receiver side is
mathematically given by pt gr−α, where pt is the transmit
power from a transmitter, g denotes the fading power gain on
the transmission link, r is the distance between the receiver
and transmitter and α represents the path-loss exponent
(i.e., 2 < α ≤ 6). Throughout this work, we denote the fading
experienced at the desired link for the aggregation and relaying
phases as h and h′, which are assumed to be the independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Nakagami-m fading with
integer m1 and m2, respectively. Since the interfering nodes
are more likely to be far away from the typical node, the fading
on the interfering link is more likely to be severe. Hence we
assume the fading on the interfering link to be i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading, denoted as g.

All the MTDs and aggregators are assumed to use full
inversion power control with receiver sensitivity ρ [15], [28].
For example, for a given MTD which is a distance rm

away from its serving aggregator, its transmit power will be
ρrα

m . As we are considering an interference-limited scenario,
the value of ρ does not impact the performance of the network.
Without loss of generality, we set ρ to be unity in this work.

III. KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS

Using the system model described above, we aim to inves-
tigate the network performance in terms of three metrics,
namely the MTD success probability, average number of suc-
cessful MTDs and probability of successful channel utilization.
Their definitions, along with their mathematical formulations
are described in this section below.
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A. MTD Success Probability

This metric is the probability that the data sent by a MTD
can be successfully received at the BS side after going through
the aggregator. In order to guarantee that a typical MTD’s
transmission is successful, the following three conditions must
be met:

• Condition 1: The typical MTD is not dropped by its
serving aggregator. Since the number of channels is
limited for the aggregation phase, the MTD may not be
assigned a channel such that its data is dropped.

• Condition 2: Given that the typical MTD is not dropped,
it does not experience channel outage. Due to the possible
concurrent transmission of MTDs in other aggregators’
serving zone on the same channel, the typical MTD
will receive their generated inter-cluster interference.
To ensure that the data can be successfully decoded
at the aggregator, the signal-to-interference ratio at the
aggregator (denoted as SIR1) has to be greater than a
certain threshold γ1. Otherwise, this typical MTD is in
channel outage.

• Condition 3: The serving aggregator is not in channel
outage. Similarly, when the aggregator transmits packet to
its associated BS, it will receive the inter-cell interference
from other aggregators. The SIR at the BS (denoted as
SIR2) has to be higher than a threshold γ2.

The MTD success probability can thus be generally written as

p̄suc = E{1(MTD is selected)1(SIR1 > γ1)1(SIR2 > γ2)} ,

(1)

where E {·} is the expectation operator and 1(·) is the indicator
function.

The aggregation and relaying phases are dependent, i.e.,
the aggregated data transmitted by an aggregator strongly
relies on the instantaneous number of MTDs associated to
the aggregator and the SIR performance on each channel.
For analytical tractability, we assume that each phase is
independent [15] and the accuracy of this assumption will be
verified in Section VII. Thus, we decouple each factor in (1)
and rewrite the MTD success probability as4

p̄suc ≈ p̄nodrop × p̄suc1 × p̄suc2, (2)

where the average non-drop probability p̄nodrop is the average
probability the a MTD is not dropped which corresponds
to the first condition, p̄suc1 and p̄suc2 denote the average
channel success probability for the aggregation and relaying
phases, which correspond to the second and third conditions,
respectively.

B. Average Number of Successful MTDs

This metric evaluates, for a typical aggregator, the average
number of its served MTDs whose data can be successfully
received by the BS. It relies on two factors: i) the number of
served MTDs whose data can be successfully decoded by the

4Note that for the CRS scheme, the formulation of p̄suc is slightly different
from (2), because the first and second conditions are correlated. Its exact
expression will be shown in Section VI.

aggregator at the aggregation phase (equivalently, the number
of active channels, denoted as K1); and ii) whether the data
aggregated at the aggregator can be successfully decoded by
its associated BS. We can formally write this metric as

K̄suc = E {K11(SIR2 > γ2)}

=
N∑

k1=1

k1 Pr(K1 = k1)psuc2(k1), (3)

where Pr(K1 = k1) is the probability mass function (PMF)
of the number of active channels and psuc2(k1) is relaying
phase’s conditional channel success probability given k1 active
channels.

Rationale: The MTD success probability is a metric to
assess the performance of a single MTD, while the average
number of successful MTDs is a metric to assess the impact
of aggregators. We have adapted their definitions from [12].
Both metrics are dependent, to a certain extent, on the available
channel resources. In order to explicitly examine the efficiency
of channel utilization, we consider the following metric, which
evaluates the performance from the perspective of channel
resources.

C. Probability of Successful Channel Utilization

It is the average probability that a certain channel is occu-
pied by a MTD and this MTD’s data can finally be decoded
by the BS. It can be written as

p̄utility=E{1(channel is occupied)1(SIR1 >γ1)1(SIR2 >γ2)}.
(4)

Similar to the MTD success probability, by assuming the
independence between the aggregation and relaying phases,
we can have the probability of successful channel utilization as

p̄utility ≈ p̄O × p̄suc1 × p̄suc2, (5)

where the average channel occupation probability p̄O is the
average probability that a channel is occupied by a MTD.

In the following two sections, we discuss the key elements
determining these performance metrics grouped according to
the two phases.

IV. AGGREGATION PHASE

In this section, we investigate the channel utilization perfor-
mance and the channel success probability of the aggregation
phase.

A. Resource Scheduling

Different from [15] where all the MTDs in the network
region are assured to be assigned with an equal channel
resource, in our work, aggregators can schedule the limited
resources to MTDs. Under the RRS scheme, each chan-
nel is allocated to the MTD with the same probability.
Under the CRS scheme, we assume that an aggregator with
K MTDs has the knowledge of their fading gains. Let{
h(1), . . . , h(i), . . . h(K )

}
denote the decreasing ordered fading

gains, where h(i−1) > h(i). If K > N , the aggregator
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will pick N MTDs with better channel gains (i.e., the set{
h(1), . . . h(N)

}
) and then assign the channel set N to the

corresponding N MTDs.5 If K < N , the aggregator will
randomly pick K channels and allocate these channels to
K MTDs. In general, this scheme can guarantee that data
from MTDs are more likely to be successfully decoded by
the aggregator.

B. Channel Utilization Performance

As mentioned in Section II-A, the number of MTDs requir-
ing data transmission K within an aggregator’s serving zone is
a Poisson random variable, while the number of channels N is
fixed. Under the case where the number of MTDs is less than
the available resources, a certain channel may not be occupied
by a MTD because of the excessive resources compared to the
number of MTDs. Similarly, when the number of MTDs is
greater than the available resources, a certain MTD may not
be assigned a channel due to the insufficient resources.

Using the probability theory, we present the results of p̄O

and p̄nodrop in the following lemmas. Note that these lemmas
hold for both the RRS and CRS schemes.

Lemma 1: Based on the system model in Section II,
the average channel occupation probability is

p̄O = 1 − � [1 + N, m̄]

� [N]
− exp(−m̄)m̄N − m̄�[N, m̄]

�[1 + N] , (6)

where �[·] and �[·, ·] are complete gamma function and the
incomplete upper gamma functions, respectively.

Lemma 2: Based on the system model in Section II,
the average non-drop probability of a MTD is

p̄nodrop = �[1 + N, m̄]
�[1 + N] + exp(−m̄)m̄1+N N

(N + 1)(N + 1)!
× 2 F2 [{1, 1 + N} , {2 + N, 2 + N} , m̄] , (7)

where 2 F2 [{·, ·} , {·, ·} , ·] is the generalized hypergeometric
function.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Remark 1: Both of these two quantities are not impacted

by the density of aggregators and BSs, and they rely only on
the number of channels N and the average number of MTDs
per aggregation m̄. We find that increasing N can increase
p̄nodrop (equivalently, less MTDs are likely to be dropped)
while it deteriorates the channel occupation performance (i.e.,
channels are not efficiently utilized). In terms of the impact
of N , we will examine it in Section VII-B.

5Note that we assume the assignment is random. In other words, the MTD
with the best channel gain will not always be assigned with the first (or last)
channel.

C. Average Channel Success Probability

According to Section II-B, the channel set N is used among
all aggregators. For a typical link, it will receive the inter-
cluster interference from other MTDs occupying the same
channel. Based on the independent thinning property and
displacement theorem in stochastic geometry [22], the location
of the interfering MTDs that generates the interference on a
typical channel for a typical aggregator is in fact the HPPP
with density p̄Oλa , denoted as �served

MTD .
To calculate the inter-cluster interference, we condition on

having a typical aggregator located at the origin. By Slivnyak’s
theorem [22], conditioning a node at a certain location does
not change the distribution of the rest of the process. Using the
stochastic geometry, we obtain the aggregation phase’s channel
success probability under the RRS as follows.

Theorem 1: Based on the system model in Section II,
under the random resource scheduling scheme, the aggregation
phase’s average channel success probability experienced at a
typical aggregator for a certain channel is

p̄r
suc1 =

m1−1∑

t=0

(−s)t

t !
dt

dst
MI1(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=m1γ1

, (8)

where MI1(s) = exp
(
− p̄Oλaπ

R2
s

2 �
[
1 + 2

α

]
�
[
1 − 2

α

]
s

2
α

)
is

the moment generating function (MGF) of the inter-cluster
interference I1 and m1 is the fading parameter for the desired
link.

Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 2: From (8), we can see that p̄r

suc1 is a decreasing
function of p̄O , λa and Rs , since these terms appear in the
exponent in MI1(s). This implies that increasing the density
of aggregators λa or the radius of the serving zone Rs or the
average channel occupation probability p̄O (equivalently either
increasing m̄ or decreasing N) can degrade the average channel
success probability of the aggregation phase. Note that (8) is
a well-known result in the stochastic geometry literature when
the location of interfering nodes follows a HPPP.

Compared to the RRS, the analysis of the channel success
probability for the CRS is more complex because its perfor-
mance relies on the number of MTDs requiring data transmis-
sion. The result is presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Based on the system model in Section II,
under the channel-aware resource scheduling scheme,
the aggregation phase’s average channel success probability
experienced at a typical aggregator for a certain channel is
shown in (9) and (10), at the bottom of this page, where
pc

suc1(k) is the conditional channel success probability of the
aggregation phase which is conditioned on the number of

p̄c
suc1 = p̄r

suc1
exp(m̄)�[1 + N, m̄] − �[1 + N]

(exp(m̄) − 1) �[1 + N] +
∞∑

k=N+1

pc
suc1(k)

Pr(K = k)

1 − Pr(K = 0)
, (9)

pc
suc1(K ) ≈

N∑
i=1

(
1
2 − 1

π

∫∞
0

1
w Im

{
exp
(
− p̄Oλaπ

R2
s

2 �
[
α+2
α

]
�
[
α−2
α

]
(−iw)

2
α

)
exp

(
−iw

Eh(i),k {h(i),k}
γ1

)}
dw

)

N
. (10)
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Fig. 2. Channel success probability of the aggregation phase, p̄suc1, versus
the number of channels, N , with m̄ = 70 and different SIR threshold for both
of the RRS and CRS.

MTDs requiring data transmission k, p̄r
suc1 is presented in The-

orem 1, h(i),k is the i -th best fading gain given k MTDs within
the typical aggregator’s serving zone and Eh(i),k

{
h(i),k

}
is its

corresponding mean which can be obtained using the formula
in [29, eq.(2.2)] or numerical evaluation via Mathematica.

Proof: See Appendix C.
Remark 3: To the best of our knowledge, p̄c

suc1 in Propo-
sition 1 is a new result in the literature. From (9), we can
see that when N is very large, especially larger than m̄,
the term Pr(K=k)

1−Pr(K=0) can become negligibly small such that
p̄c

suc1 is almost the same as p̄r
suc1, i.e., when N is very large,

the CRS and RRS schemes perform the same in terms of the
aggregation phase’s average channel success probability.

Validation and Insights: Before ending this section, we val-
idate the analytical results of the channel success probability
for two schemes. The adopted system parameters are listed
in Table II. Fig. 2 shows that the analytical results provide a
good match with the simulation results, and the small gap for
the CRS comes from the Jensen’s inequality for Proposition 1.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, when N is small, p̄c

suc1 for CRS
outperforms p̄r

suc1 for RRS. As N increases, the performance
difference between RRS and CRS becomes less obvious and
finally their curves overlap. This is due to the fact that when N
is large (i.e., comparable to or larger than m̄), most of the time
the number of MTDs is less than the available resources such
that the implementation of the CRS is almost the same as the
RRS. This is in agreement with our observation in Remark 3.

Additionally, as the number of channels increases, the suc-
cess probability for RRS keeps constant at first and then
increases. This is because the larger value of N leads to
the lower occupation probability for a certain channel and
the interference on the channel is reduced which improves
the success probability. Unlike the RRS, the channel success
probability of CRS decreases at first and then increases. When
N is really small, after selecting the better fading, the fading
gain for CRS is far greater than the fading gain without
ordering and consequently the channel success probability is
much better. Once N increases, the fading scenario tends to
be the case without ordering.

V. RELAYING PHASE

A. Number of Active Channels

The average channel success probability derived in
Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 is valid for one channel only.
There are a total number of N channels for each aggregator
and it is necessary to investigate the number of active chan-
nels (i.e., the data from served MTDs can be successfully
decoded by the aggregator on these channels) based on the
derived channel success probability of the aggregation phase.
Such a distribution is relevant to the metric average number
of successful MTDs from (3) and also plays a key role in
determining the channel success probability of the relaying
phase as shown in the following subsection. The results of this
distribution for the considered resource scheduling schemes
are presented below.

Corollary 1: Based on the system model in Section II,
under the random resource scheduling scheme, the PMF of
the number of active channels, K1, for a typical aggregator is
approximated by

Pr r (K1 = k1) ≈
(N

k1

)
�[1 + N, 0, m̄]

( p̄r
suc1)

−k1
(
1 − p̄r

suc1

)k1−N
�[1 + N]

+ exp
(−m̄ p̄r

suc1

)
m̄1+N Ek1−N [m̄(1 − p̄r

suc1)]
( p̄r

suc1)
−k1
(
1 − p̄r

suc1

)k1−N−1
�[1 + k1]�[1 − k1 + N]

,

(11)

where En[z] denotes the exponential integral function, p̄r
suc1

is presented in Theorem 1 and k1 is in the range of [0, N].
Proof: See Appendix D.

Corollary 2: Based on the system model in Section II,
under the channel-aware resource scheduling scheme, the PMF
of the number of active channels, K1, for a typical aggregator
is approximated by

Pr c (K1 = k1)

≈
∞∑

k=N+1

(
N

k1

) (
pc

suc1(k)
)k1 (1 − pc

suc1(k))N−k1
m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

+ exp
(−m̄ p̄r

suc1

)
m̄1+N Ek1−N [m̄(1 − p̄r

suc1)]
( p̄r

suc1)
−k1
(
1 − p̄r

suc1

)k1−N−1
�[1 + k1]�[1 − k1 + N]

,

(12)

where pc
suc1(k) is presented in (10).

Proof: The proof is similar to the derivation of Corol-
lary 1. But in (27), when K > N , Pr(K1 = k1|K ) becomes(N

k1

) (
pc

suc1(K )
)k1 (1− pc

suc1(K ))N−k1 since the channel success
probability depends on the number of MTDs requiring data
transmission.

B. Average Channel Success Probability

In the relaying phase, each aggregator transmits its aggre-
gated data to its nearest BS in a round-robin fashion.
We assume that the aggregator with at least one active chan-
nel (i.e., K1 ≥ 1) can do the data transmission and it is called
the active aggregator. Otherwise, the aggregator (i.e., K1 = 0)
becomes silent. Note that the location of active aggregators
is somewhat correlated. For example, for those aggregators
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that are very close to each other, the interference on each
channel may be very severe. Hence, it is more likely that
these aggregators become inactive. For analytical tractability,
we model the location of these active aggregators as a HPPP
with density λ′

a = (1 − Pr(K1 = 0))λa .6

For an active aggregator with K1 active channels, its aggre-
gated data can be successfully decoded by its associated BS
as long as its SIR meets the following condition [27], [30]

DK1 ≤ T W

Na
log (1 + SIR2) , (13)

where D is the data size for each MTD, T is the total
transmission time for the relaying phase, W is the available
bandwidth for each BS and Na is the total number of active
aggregators associated to the same BS.

By re-arranging (13), we can then write the average channel
success probability for the relaying phase as

p̄suc2 = EK1,Na

{
Pr
(
SIR2 ≥ 2

DK1 Na
T W − 1

)}
. (14)

Here we define γ2 � 2
DK1 Na

T W − 1, which depends on the
number of active channel K1 and the number of associated
active aggregators Na . The main result of the channel success
probability of the relaying phase is presented in the following.

Proposition 2: Based on the system model described in
Section II, the average channel success probability experienced
at a typical BS from one of its associated active MTD is

p̄suc2 =
N∑

k1=1

psuc2(k1)
Pr(K1 = k1)

1 − Pr(K1 = 0)
, (15)

psuc2(k1) =
∞∑

na=1

⎛

⎝
m2−1∑

t=0

(−s)t

t !
dt

dst
MI2(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=m2

(
2

Dk1na
W −1

)

⎞

⎠

× Pr (Na = na)

1 − Pr (Na = 0)
, (16)

where MI2 (s) ≈ exp

(
−2(1 − pvoid)s

2 F1

[
1,1− 2

α ,2− 2
α ,−s

]

α−2

)
,

pvoid =
(

1 + λ′
a

3.5λB

)−3.5
is the void probability, psuc2(k1)

is the conditional channel success probability of the relaying
phase which is conditioned on the number of active channels
for an aggregator, Pr(K1 = k1) is given in Corollaries 1 and 2
for the two different schemes, and Pr (Na = na) is the PMF
of the number of active aggregators associated to the typical
BS which is given in (31).

Proof: See Appendix E.
Remark 4: For the special case of m2 = 1,

which corresponds to the case that the typical
link experiences Rayleigh fading, we can have

p̄suc2 ≈ exp

(
−2(1 − pvoid)s

2 F1

[
1,1− 2

α ,2− 2
α ,−s

]

α−2

)
, where

s ≈ 2
DEK1

[K1]ENa [Na ]
W − 1, EK1[K1] ≈ N p̄O p̄suc1 and

ENa [Na ] = λ′
a

λB
. This shows that p̄suc2 is a monotonic

6In this work, Pr(K1 = k1) is the general distribution of the number of
active channels. Pr(K1 = k1) = Pr r (K1 = k1) for the RRS, and Pr(K1 =
k1) = Pr c(K1 = k1) for the CRS.

Fig. 3. Channel success probability of the relaying phase, p̄suc2, versus
the available resources, transmission time×bandwidth, T W , for both RRS
and CRS.

decreasing function of s. Thus if the density of BSs λB

increases, both s and 1 − pvoid decrease, which improves
p̄suc2. If the number of channels N increases, it increases
s as well as EK1[K1] and hence p̄suc2 degrades. Note that
psuc2(k1) in (16) has been studied in the stochastic geometry
literature with different system setups, e.g., [27], [30], [31].
However, in this paper, we are interested in p̄suc2 in (15).

Validation and Insights: Before ending this subsection,
we validate the channel success probability of the relaying
phase by comparing the analytical results with the simulation
results, since the derived channel success probability is an
approximate result. According to Fig. 3, we can see that the
derived analytical results match the simulation results fairly
well. By comparing the solid lines with the dashed lines,
we observe that when the number of channels N is small,
the channel success probability under CRS performs slightly
worse than the RRS. Once N gets larger, the channel success
probability under two scheme is the same. This is due to
the fact that the channel success probability is determined by
the γ2 (equivalently, the channel success probability of the
aggregation phase). From Fig. 2, we already find that p̄c

suc1
outperforms p̄r

suc1 when N is small. In other words, under
this scenario, the CRS is more likely to allow more MTDs
to be successfully served by aggregators thereby increasing
the probability of being a large value for γ2. Consequently,
it deteriorates the channel success probability of the relaying
phase. When N is large, there is no performance difference
between the CRS and RRS for the aggregation phase, which
leads to the same performance for the relaying phase.

Moreover, Fig. 3 implies that increasing the number of
channels can worsen the channel success probability of the
relaying phase. This is because a larger value of N allows
the aggregators to aggregate much more data from MTDs,
which expands the distribution of active channels. As a
result, the channel success probability of the relaying phase is
reduced. However, Fig. 2 shows that increasing N can improve
the performance of the aggregation phase. The impact of N
on the overall performance will be assessed in Section VII-B.
Before that, we present a summary of the key performance
metrics in the next section.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE KEY PERFORMANCE METRIC

VI. SUMMARY OF KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS

With the facilitation of the previous derived results, we now
can formulate the key performance metrics as summarized
in Table I.

Note that for the CRS scheme, the MTD success probability
and probability of successful channel utilization are different
from (2) and (5). We find that the non-drop probability (and
occupy probability) and the aggregation phase’s channel suc-
cess probability are dependent as they are related to the
number of MTDs K . Thus, we have

p̄c
suc ≈

(
N∑

k=0

1
m̄k exp(−m̄)

k! p̄r
suc1

+
∞∑

k=N+1

N

k
pc

suc1(k)
m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

)
p̄c

suc2

=
(
�[1+N, m̄]
�[1 + N] p̄r

suc1 +
∞∑

k=N+1

N

k
pc

suc1(k)
m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

)
p̄c

suc2,

(17)

p̄c
utility ≈

(
m̄�[1 + N, m̄] − exp(−m̄)m̄N+1

N2�[N] p̄r
suc1

+
∞∑

k=N+1

pc
suc1(k)

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

)
p̄c

suc2. (18)

Moreover, when we analyze the effect of aggregator’s
density in Section VII-C, we also consider the metric, average
number of successful MTDs per km2, which is related to
average number of successful MTDs by λa K̄suc.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the numerical results
to investigate the performance of machine type
communication with data aggregation. Note that for the
CRS scheme, (9), (12), (15), (17) and (18) involve infinite
summations. We find that, for most cases, the summations
converge after about 120 terms and we use this value to
evaluate them. To validate the numerical results, we also
present simulation results which are generated using Matlab
over 50000 Monte Carlo simulation runs. In order to eliminate
the impact of boundary effects in the simulations, the BSs
and aggregators are distributed in a disk with radius 3 km
and 6 km, respectively. Unless specified otherwise, the values
of the main system parameters shown in Table II are used.
Note that in Table II we set different values for m1 and
m2. This is because the aggregator’s serving zone is much

TABLE II

MAIN SYSTEM PARAMETER VALUES

smaller compared to the BS’s coverage region. Thus the link
between a MTD and its serving aggregator is more likely
to experience less severe fading than the link between an
aggregator and its associated BS.

A. Validation and Comparison of Schemes

Fig. 4 plots the available resources of the relaying phase
versus the three considered metrics for the two scheduling
schemes with different number of channels of the aggregation
phase. Note that we define the available resources as the
multiplication of transmission time and bandwidth for the
relaying phase in this paper. From all the subfigures, we can
see that our derived analytical results provide a good approx-
imation to the exact results. However, unlike Monte Carlo
simulations which requires a huge computation time (i.e., one
simulation point in Fig. 4(a) took approximately 14.5 days
to generate using Matlab running on a Windows 7 machine
with Intel Core i7-4790 processor at 3.6 GHz and 16 GB
RAM), our derived analytical expressions allow the metrics
to be computed quickly, especially for the RRS scheme.

According to Fig. 4, as the available resources of the
relaying phase T W increase, all the metrics increase, which
implies that the provision of more resources to the relaying
phase can improve the performance. This is due to the fact that
adding more resources of the relaying phase can increase the
relaying phase’s channel success probability for both schemes.
From Fig. 4(c), we observe that increasing number of channels
of the aggregation phase degrades the probability of successful
channel utilization. But, in terms of the MTD success prob-
ability and average number of successful MTDs, providing
more channels for the aggregation phase does not always
improve the performance as there are several intersection
points in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). A more detailed discussion about
the impact of N will be provided in the following subsection.
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Fig. 4. Available resources of the relaying phase, T W , versus the considered
metrics with different number of channels N .

Additionally, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) almost have the same curve
shape. We have tested other system parameter sets and find
that K̄suc ≈ m̄ × p̄suc.

By comparing the RRS and CRS schemes, we observe that
the RSS scheme performs worse than the CRS scheme when
N is small and T W is large. This is because, when more
resources are provided to the relaying phase, the overall perfor-
mance is mainly determined by the channel success probability
of the aggregation phase. It has been shown in Fig. 2 that p̄c

suc1
for the CRS outperforms than p̄r

suc1 for the RRS when the
number of channels N is less. Since the complexity of the RRS
is much simpler than the CRS and their performance has little

Fig. 5. Number of channels, N , versus (a) probability of successful channel
utilization and (b) MTD success probability.

difference in most cases, in the following sections, we focus on
the RRS scheme and study the effect of the number of channels
and the aggregator’s density. We also drop the superscript r .
Note that the observed trends also hold for the CRS.

B. Effect of Number of Channels

Fig. 5 plots the number of channels versus probability
of successful channel utilization p̄utility and MTD success
probability p̄suc with different T W , respectively. As indicated
in the above subsection where K̄suc ≈ m̄ × p̄suc, the curves for
the MTD success probability are almost the same as average
number of successful MTDs; hence, we do not show its figure
for the sake of brevity. Fig. 5(a) shows that as the number of
channels of the aggregation phase increases, the probability
of successful channel utilization always decreases, which has
also been observed in Fig. 4(c). This is because as more
channels become available for the aggregation phase, there
is lesser chance for a channel to be occupied by a MTD.
Consequently, the channel utilization performance is deterio-
rated. In addition, we find that the worst channel performance
is when the resources for the relaying phase are very small,
since p̄utility drops a lot for T W = 50 compared to the curve
for T W = 300.

In Fig. 5(b), we mark the maximum MTD success prob-
ability for each curve within the considered range. It shows
that, when T W becomes large, the MTD success probability
increases with the increasing number of channels. After a
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certain value of N , the curves are almost flat. For example,
under T W = 300, by increasing N from 80 to 100, p̄suc
only increases from 0.6997 to 0.7195 while p̄utility decreases
a lot (i.e., from 0.6113 to 0.4197). This manifests that the
performance gain achieved by adding more channels is very
little and also the channels are greatly underused. When the
available resources for the relaying phase are small (i.e., for the
curves with T W = 100 or 50), the MTD success probability
increases at first and then decreases as N increases. This can be
explained as follows. From the average perspective, according
to (2), the MTD success probability is determined by three
factors. As N increases, the average non-drop probability of
a MTD p̄nodrop increases at first and then stays as 1. The
channel success probability of the aggregation phase, p̄suc1,
almost keeps as a constant at first since each channel is fully
occupied. p̄suc1 then begins to increase because the channel
occupation probability decreases, which reduces the interfer-
ence experienced at each channel. As for the channel success
probability of the relaying phase p̄suc2, it is always decreasing.
This is because, as N increases, more data is required to be
transmitted by data aggregator thereby degrading the channel
performance. For the first two factors, they are independent
of the available resources of the relaying phase. However,
p̄suc2 strongly relies on the relaying phase’s resources. We find
that when the available resources of the relaying phase are
scarce (i.e., T W is small), p̄suc2 drops a lot as N increases,
compared the case where T W is large. The interplay of these
factors results in the trends as shown in Fig. 5(b).

We have also examined the impact of N under different
path-loss exponent and different aggregator’s density as shown
in Fig. 6. From these figures, we observe that when the path-
loss exponent is small or the aggregator’s density is large, such
non-monotonic trend is more likely to occur. This is because,
when N gets larger, under these scenarios, the interference
experienced at the relaying phase is more severe, which causes
p̄suc2 to decrease faster. Thus, we see that increasing the
number of channels of the aggregation phase does not always
benefit to the mMTC, especially for the case when the channel
performance of the relaying phase is poor.

C. Effect of Density of MTDs and Aggregators

In this subsection, we analyze the effect of MTDs and
aggregator’s density. As indicated in Section II-A, the density
of MTDs is related to the density of aggregators by λm =
m̄λa . We fix m̄ here. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) plot the aggre-
gator’s density versus the probability of successful channel
utilization and MTD success probability with different number
of channels, respectively. As illustrated in these subfigures,
as the aggregator’s density (equivalently, the MTD’s density)
increases, both the probability of successful channel utilization
and MTD success probability decrease, which implies that
the performance for a single MTD, aggregator and channel
worsens.

This can be explained as follows. As indicated in Remark 1,
the channel occupation probability and non-drop probability
of a MTD keep the same regardless of aggregator’s density.
Thus, these two metrics only rely on the channel success

Fig. 6. Number of channels, N , versus the MTD success probability with
(a) different path-loss exponent and (b) different aggregator’s density.

probability of the aggregation and relaying phases (i.e., p̄suc1
and p̄suc2). When λa increases, more MTDs are brought into
the network and more interference will be generated on each
channel, which results in decreasing p̄suc1. With respect to
p̄suc2, it decreases at first and then increases. Initially, because
more aggregators will be associated to the same BS, less
resources are allocated to each aggregator and p̄suc2 decreases.
After a certain point (i.e., when the performance for p̄suc1
is very poor), less MTDs can be successfully connected to
the aggregator. Hence, p̄suc2 begins to increase since the data
transmitted by an aggregator is significantly reduced. Note
that, when aggregators are very dense, the performance of
p̄suc1 is so severe such that the overall performance is mainly
governed by p̄suc1. Consequently, the general trends for p̄suc
(equivalently, K̄suc) and p̄utility are decreasing.

We also examine the average number of successful MTDs
per km2. Fig. 7(c) plots the aggregator’s density versus the
average number of successful MTDs per km2. It is shown
that, when the number of channels of the aggregation phase is
not that many and the relaying phase’s available resources T W
are relatively large, the average number of successful MTDs
per km2 increases at the first and then decreases with the
increasing aggregator’s density. General speaking, increasing
the aggregator’s density first improves the average number of
successful MTDs per km2, since at the low density region the
performance is mainly impacted by λa . When the aggregators
are too dense such that increasing λa cannot compensate the
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Fig. 7. Aggregator’s density, λa , versus (a) probability of successful channel
utilization, (b) MTD success probability and (c) average number of successful
MTDs per km2.

loss at each aggregator, the overall performance deteriorates.
In summary, properly choosing the aggregator’s density can
enhance the performance in terms of the average number of
successful MTDs per km2.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have proposed a tractable analytical frame-
work to study a two-phase cellular-base mMTC system, where
data from MTDs is first aggregated at the data aggregator and
then relayed to BSs. The aggregators also schedule the limited

resources among their associated MTDs. Two scheduling
schemes are considered, i.e., the RRS and CRS schemes.
We derived the SIR distribution for each phase and we
also investigated three metrics to evaluate the overall mMTC
performance: the MTD success probability, average number
of successful MTDs and probability of successful channel
utilization. The accuracy of the derived results is confirmed
by simulations. Our results showed that, compared to the CRS
scheme, the RRS scheme can achieve almost the same overall
mMTC performance as long as the aggregation aggregation’s
recourse is not very limited. In addition, providing more
numbers of channels at the aggregation phase can sometimes
degrade overall mMTC performance, especially when the
relaying phase experiences severe interference. Future work
can consider the non-orthogonal multiple access for MTDs
and aggregators, as envisaged in [32].

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMAS 1 AND 2

Proof: The channel occupation probability is independent
of the resource scheduling scheme and it only relies on the
number of MTDs requiring data transmission. Given that there
are K MTDs requiring data transmission for a typical aggre-
gator, the available N channels will be assigned to min {K , N}
MTDs and the remaining K −min {K , N} MTDs are dropped.
Hence, the conditional channel occupation probability is given
by pO = min{K ,N}

N . After averaging the distribution of K
(i.e., a Poisson distribution with mean m̄), we have the average
channel occupation probability as

p̄O = EK

{
min {K , N}

N

}

=
N∑

k=0

k

N

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k! +
∞∑

k=N+1

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

= 1 − � [1 + N, m̄]

� [1 + N]
+ m̄�[1 + N, m̄] − exp(−m̄)m̄N+1

N2�[N] .

(19)

Likewise, under the RRS, by conditioning on the number
of MTDs attached to a typical aggregator, we can have
the conditional non-drop probability for a MTD given by
pnodrop = N

max{K ,N} . With regards to the CRS, when K ≤ N ,
a MTD will always be scheduled a channel (i.e., pnodrop = 1).
For the case when K > N , since the fading gains among
these K MTDs are identically and independently distributed,
the probability that a MTD’s fading gain can be ranked as the
top K best fading gains among N MTDs is K

N (equivalently,
pnodrop = K

N ). Note that the conditional non-drop probability
is exactly the same as the one for the RRS.

We then average this conditional probability over the dis-
tribution of K and obtain the average non-drop probability
as

p̄nodrop = EK

{
N

max {K , N}
}

=
N∑

k=0

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k! +
∞∑

k=N+1

N

k

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!
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= �[1 + N, m̄]
�[1 + N] + exp(−m̄)m̄1+N N

(N + 1)(N + 1)!
× 2 F2 [{1, 1 + N} , {2 + N, 2 + N} , m̄] . (20)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof: For a certain channel of a typical aggregator, given
it is occupied by a MTD, the instantaneous SIR is given by

SIR1 = h∑
x⊂�served

MTD
grα

s x−α
, (21)

where x denotes both the location and the interfering MTD
which occupies the certain channel, rs is the distance between
the MTD and its serving aggregator, h and g are the fading
power gain on the desired link and interfering link which
follow a gamma distribution with shape parameter m1 and
an exponential distribution, respectively.

Since �served
MTD is the HPPP with density p̄Oλa , using the

Campbell theorem [22], we obtain the average channel success
probability at the typical aggregator

p̄r
suc1 = Pr (SIR1 ≥ γ1) = Pr

(
h∑

x⊂�served
MTD

grα
s x−α

≥ γ1

)

=
m1−1∑

t=0

(−s)t

t !
dt

dst
MI1(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=m1γ1

, (22)
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(23)

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof: The channel success probability experienced at
an aggregator, under the CRS, relies strongly on the number
of MTDs within this aggregator’s serving zone. Let pc

suc1(K )
denote the conditional channel success probability given K
MTDs requiring data transmission for a typical aggregator.

When K ≤ N , given a certain channel is occupied by
a MTD, the situation is the same as for the RRS. Hence,
pc

suc1(K ) = p̄r
suc1 when K ≤ N .

When K > N , only N MTDs with better fading gains will
be allowed to occupy the channels among K MTDs. For a
typical aggregator which is assumed to be located at the origin,
given a certain channel is scheduled to a MTD with the i -th
best fading gain (i.e., h(i),K ), the channels success probability

is pc
suc1(K , i) = Pr

(
h(i),K

I1
≥ γ1

)
. The distribution of h(i),K is

f (h(i),K )

= K !
(i − 1)!(K − i)!

(
�[m1, 0, m1h(i),k]

�[m1]
)i−1

×
(

�[m1, m1h(i),k]
�[m1]

)K−i mm1
1 hm1−1

(i),k exp(−m1h(i),k)

�[m1] .

(24)

Note that this distribution is obtained using the order statistical
theory [33] and the fact that the original distribution of fading
gain h is a gamma distribution. Unlike the RRS where the
fading gain has a nice distribution allowing us to easily
compute the channel success probability, the distribution of
h(i),K is very complicated. Instead, we use the Gil-Pelaez
inversion theorem to work out the channel success probability.

According to the Gil-Pelaez inversion theorem [34], [35],
we can rewrite the conditional channel success probability as

pc
suc1(K , i)

= Pr

(
I1 ≤ h(i),K

γ1

)

= 1

2
− 1

π

×
∫ ∞

0

1

w
Im

{
MI1(−iw)Eh(i),K

{
exp

(
−iw

h(i),K

γ1

)}}
dw

≈ 1

2
− 1

π

∫ ∞

0

1

w
Im

{
exp

(
−iw

Eh(i),k

{
h(i),k

}

γ1

)

× exp

(
− p̄Oλaπ

R2
s

2
�

[
α + 2

α

]
�

[
α − 2

α

]
(−iw)

2
α

)}
dw,

(25)

where the second step comes from the Gil-Pelaez inver-
sion theorem, and the last step leverages the MI1(s) derived
in (23). Note that the approximation in the last step comes
from the application of Jensen inequality for the term
Eh(i),K

{
exp
(
−iw h(i),K

γ1

)}
(i.e., Eh(i),K

{
exp

(
−iw h(i),K

γ1

)}
≈

exp

(
−iw

Eh(i),k {h(i),k}
γ1

)
). Such an approximation reduces the

computation complexity while maintaining the accuracy of the
final results as shown in Fig. 2.

For a certain channel of a typical aggregator, the fading on
this channel can experience from the best fading until the N-th
best fading with equal probability. Hence, we need to average
the above channel success probability and obtain the average

pc
suc1(K ) ≈

N∑
i=1

(
1
2 − 1

π

∫∞
0

1
w Im

{
exp

(
− p̄Oλaπ

R2
s

2 �
[

α+2
α

]
�
[

α−2
α

]
(−iw)

2
α

)
exp

(
−iw

Eh(i),k {h(i),k}
γ1

)}
dw

)

N
. (26)
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channel success probability on the certain channel, given K
MTDs, as shown in (26), at the bottom of the previous page.

Finally, after averaging pc
suc1(K ) over the distribution of the

number of MTD requiring data transmission, we arrive at the
result in Proposition 1.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1

Proof: The distribution of the number of active channels
K1 strongly relies on i) the number of MTDs K requiring data
transmission for the typical aggregator; and ii) whether or not
each channel is experiencing channel outage. It is important to
note that the latter event is not independent for each channel
and the interference on each channel is correlated. Although
within the same serving zone the served MTDs will generate
different interference on different channels, they all gather
around the aggregator such that the interference from a cluster
generated on the channel set N is spatially-correlated. Solving
this spatial-correlation is still a challenging open problem.
Instead, in this work, we ignore the correlation and adopt the
independent interference assumption to work out the distrib-
ution. As will be shown in Section VII, the numerical results
on the performance metrics derived using this approximated
distribution are accurate.

By adopting the independent assumption, given the number
of MTDs requiring data transmission K , the conditional dis-
tribution of K1 is in fact following the binomial distribution.
Thus the conditional PMF of K1 is given by

Pr r (K1 = k1|K )

≈

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, K < k1;(K
k1

)
( p̄r

suc1)
k1(1 − p̄r

suc1)
K−k1 , k1 ≤ K ≤ N;(N

k1

)
( p̄r

suc1)
k1(1 − p̄r

suc1)
N−k1 , K > N;

(27)

After averaging the above conditional distribution,
we obtain the distribution of the number of active channels
for the typical aggregator as

Pr r (K1 = k1) = EK
{
Pr r (K1 = k1|K )

}

≈
N∑

k=k1

(
k

k1

)
( p̄r

suc1)
k1(1 − p̄r

suc1)
k−k1

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k!

+
∞∑

k=N+1

(
N

k1

)
( p̄r

suc1)
k1 (1 − p̄r

suc1)
k−k1

m̄k exp(−m̄)

k! .

(28)

Further simplifying the above equation, we arrive the result in
Corollary 1.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Proof: In order to derive the average channel success
probability for the relaying phase, let us first compute the
conditional channel success. We assume that the typical BS is
located at the origin. For an active aggregator that is associated
with this typical BS, given the number of active channels for
this aggregator K1 and the total number of active aggregators

associated with the BS Na , the conditional channel success
probability is given by

psuc2(K1, Na) = Pr

(
h′

I2
≥ 2

DK1 Na
T W − 1

)

=
m2−1∑

t=0

(−s)t

t !
dt

dst MI2(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=m2

(
2

DK1 Na
T W −1

) .

(29)

where h′ is the fading gain on the desired link from aggre-
gator to the typical BS which follows a gamma distribution
with shape parameter m2, I2 = ∑

y⊂�intf
a

grα
a y−α is the

aggregate interference from active aggregators occupying the
same resource [27]. Therein, y denotes both the location and
the interfering aggregators, and ra is the distance from the
interfering aggregator to its associated BS where its PDF is
f (ra) = 2πλBra exp(−2πλBr2

a ).
As we consider the orthogonal access for each aggregator

within each BS, only one aggregator per cell can use the
certain resource block and generate the interference to the
typical BS. In general, the point process �intf

a is a Poisson-
Voronoi perturbed lattice [36]. However, the consideration of
such a point process leads to intractable results. Hence, similar
to [27] and [30], we approximate the the location of interfering
aggregators as a HPPP with density (1 − pvoid)λB , where

pvoid =
(

1 + λ′
a

3.5λB

)−3.5
is the void probability that accounts

for the probability that BS has zero active aggregator [37].
Based on the above approximation, the MGF of the inter-

ference at the relaying phase is given by

MI2(s)

= E�intf
a ,g,ra

⎧
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= exp
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α z
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= exp
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2
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× s1− α
2 2 F1

[
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)

= exp

(
−2(1 − pvoid)s

2 F1
[
1, 1 − 2

α , 2 − 2
α ,−s

]

α − 2

)
, (30)

where the second step is based on the approximation of �intf
a

being HPPP and then followed by the Campbell theorem [22].
Different from (23) where the distance between the inter-
fering MTD and the typical aggregator is in the range of
[0,∞], in this case, r ranges from ra to ∞ because of our
considered aggregator association scheme. The aggregator is
always associated to its nearest BS; hence the distance between
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an aggregator and its associated BS ra is always shorter
than the distance between an aggregator and the interfered
typical BS r . Otherwise, it violates the association scheme.
The third step comes from the fact that the fading gain on
the interfering link follows an exponential distribution. The
fourth step is based on the variable substitution, i.e., z =
rs

1
α ra and the last step comes from the fact that Era

{
r2

a

} =∫∞
0 r2

a 2πλBra exp(−2πλBr2
a )dra = 1

πλB
.

The next step is to de-condition the above conditional
channel success probability. The distribution of K1 is already
presented in Corollaries 1 and 2 for different schemes. In terms
of the distribution of Na , there is no exact closed-form expres-
sion for this distribution. However, a simple approximation has
been proposed in [38], which can provide sufficient accuracy
for practical purposes [39] and has been widely adopted in
the literature. The approximation for the distribution of the
number of active aggregator associated with a BS is given by

Pr (Na = na) = 3.53.5�[na + 3.5]( λ′
a

λB
)na

�[3.5]�[na + 1](3.5 + λ′
a

λB
)na+3.5

. (31)

After averaging (29) over Na and K1, we can arrive the
result presented in Proposition 2. Note that the extra term
in denominator (1 − Pr (Na = 0)) comes from the fact the
derived average channel success probability is calculated for
the link from the active aggregator to BS, which requires
K1 ≥ 1 and Na ≥ 1.
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